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Abttract. Homology describes the inevitable evolutionary phenomenon that

the

similatity of structures among different otganisms is due to the commonality of their
descent. This continuity of infotmation is maintained in evolutionary lineages in terms
of genes and developmentai mechanisms and will retain'sameness'and retard, funnel and
ditect evolutionary diversification. Analogous 'sameness' is said to be due to
independent, convergent evolution, and also involves similatitl' oflunction; the lattet is
not a necessary condition for structures to be identilied as homologous. Hete, I suggest
that the biological basis fot these seemingly dispatate kinds of'sameness' in evolution
may in some, or even most, instances not be all that diffetent and may be based on the
same ptinciple-the long evolutionary retention of genes, gene interactions and
developmental mechanisms. Evolution might recycle and re-rectuit similar mechanisms
tepeatediy during its course, and it often makes do with what is alteady available to it
tather than to nervly evolve or reinvent many gene intetactions and developmental
mechanisms repeatedlv. Apparently there is no, or only a negligible, 'genomic cost, or
even a selective advantage to maintainrng genes and der-elopmental mechanisms for
long evolutionary periods of time, even if thev are not continuousll, ur.4 ttr utt
members along an evolutionary line. Therefore, the biological basis of both
homologous traits (those that ate evolutionatily always exptessed) and homoplasious
traits (those that are not always 'on', but are 'te-awakened' duting evolution) might not
be so diffetent, and the distinction betrveen homology and some fotms of homoplasy ma1'
be somewhat attilicial.
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How different are homology and homoplasy?
Why should one be interested in homology? Because it is one principle, maybe the
unifying principle, of evolution. By understanding homology, it might be
presumed, we will better understand some of the ru1es by which evolution
proceeds, about regularity of processes in evolution, about understanding
patterns and trends in evolution and, concomitantly, about diversification of
form. The fact that homologous structures exist provides one of the strongest
lines of evidence fot evolution, but so does convergent evolution in the form of
analogy, pararlel evolution, revetsais and atavisms (reviewed in Futuyma 1998).
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Homoplasious phenotypes also attest to the strength of selection, or alternatively
internal constraints, to sculpt similar phenotypes in response to similar selection
pressures and to re-express ancient, retained, developmental programmes.
Thetefore, to impror.e our understanding of the predominant mechanisms by
which evolution proceeds, and how biological diversity is achieved and
maintained, we need to investigate the biological basis of both homology, and
the various forms of homopiasy, such as convergent evorution (analogv), parallel
evolution, reversals and atavisms.
Homology, as is well known, is a pre-Darwinian and pre-phvrogenetic concept
that is already more than 150 years old (owen 1848, revieu,ed in panche n 1994).
The theorv of homology continues to be debated and the concept itself has evolved

over time. Today, it usuallv implicitly or explicitly involves the recognition of
similarity of structure in organisms due to shared recent common ancestty. The
recognition and definition of homolo gy ate cleadv dependent on phylogenetic
knowledge. But phylogenetic continuity is only a necessary, but nor suflicient,
ctiterion of homologv. None the less, sometimes homology is even narrowiy
defined in a cladistic sense as synapomorphy-as the persisrence of traits in their
various transformed states (Nelson 1994). However, this is clearly an overiy
restrictive and somewhat circular definition because the status of a character state
as synapomorPhv (i.e. homology) or symplesiomorphy will depend on the set of
taxa included in a phylogenetic analvsis (Wake 1999, this volume).
Typically, there are four criteria bv which one can recognize homology: (1)
simiiarity of structure; (2) position (anatomicai relationship); (3) ph,vlogenetic
continuity; and sometimes a fouth critetion is invoked sameness of the
undedying developmental basis of two similar structures. Note that function is

not, and never has been, a dellning chatacteristic of homology. Ail of these
criteria have to be met, if a single one is not, the structures should not be
considered homologous. Homology remains a contentious and difhcult concept
(HaIl 1994, wake 1994), and one might argue that it is not useful to conrinue to
argue only about definitions, but that the underlving basis of 'sameness'in nature is
what should be studied (\ilake 1999, this voiume).

If similar structures are flot considered homologous then they are often
considered to be one of several forms of homoplasy (convergence, parallelism or
reversal). Lankaster (1870) coined the term'homoplasv'as the appearance of
sameness resulting from independent evolution, de{ined as derived similarity that
is not synapomorphic. Homoplasy is usually divided into three more or
zrbitrary

(1)

less

ciasses.

convergent evolution (or analogy): recognized through supetficialry similar
features that evolved independentiv and arose ofltogenetically by different
pathways.
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Parallel evolution: similat developmental modifications that reappeared
independently, but were not present contifluouslv in all membets of an

evolutionarl' lineage. Parallel evolution occufs 2mong closely related
otganisms, due to parallel evolution in structutes likely to be formed by
identical ot similar developmental mechanisms.
(3) Revetsals, atavisms and rudiments: a'return'from an advanced chatactet state
to a more 'pdmitive' or ancestral state. It is not clear whether atavistic
structures are formed by the same or similar developmental mechanisms as
the original structures v'ere that they resemble.

Homoplasy, it might be contended, is even more common in evolution than
homology. One piece of evidence in favour of this tenet is that 'phylogenetic
noise' is typically more prevalent than phylogenetic information in taxonomic
data sets. If homoplasy is extremely common and convergence is common, then
one might suggest that some of this commonalitv should be able to teach us
something about regularity, rules and possibly processes by which these patterns
of homoplasy are brought about in evolution (Sanderson & Hufford 1996).
Similarly, if one sees convergence as the flipside of homology, then, almost as a
by-product, one is also going to iearn about homology bv studying convergence
and parallelism.

Thetefore, it might be as important to understand non-homolog,v as homology.
Both might reveal which kinds of internal and externai forces constraint shape and
possibly even direct the diversitl, or commonality ('sameness') of shapes in
evolution.

'Functional' and' partial' homology
The debate about homology resurfaced anew since the recent publication of
comparative developmentzl data about the expression pattefns of apparently
homologous genes in seemingly non-homologous structures. Pax-6 expression
in precursor ceils of various kinds of light receptors in different phyla is one of
the most stiking examples of these kinds of results (e.g. Halder et al 1995). This
gene is switched on in manv light-detecting morphological structures that, based
on evolutionary, structural and der.'elopmental clteria would b1, most biologists
clearly not be considered to be homologous. These data document a surprising
degtee of conservation in evolution and might even necessitate a re-evaluation of
the concept of homologv (Äbouheif et af 1997).
The compound eyes of insects and the camera eves of vertebrates surely are not
homologous stfuctures based on the criterion of evolutionary contifluitv since eye s
such as these evolved independently many times ovet in the history of animals.
None the 1ess, these eyes were categotized by some as homologues on the basis of
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Pax-6 expression data. The findings show that apparently homologous genes can
be expressed,

possibly even in homologous networks of genes
1Äbouheir t 199, this

volume), in phenotypically seemingly non-homologous structures. The
tecognition of genes as homologous requires knowledge of the phylogenetic
relationships of all members of a gene family (e.g. zardoya et al 1996). The
expression of Pax genes in phenotypically differing kinds of light receptors
taised the issues of 'levels of homology', 'parttal homology' and 'functional
homology' (Abouheif et aI 1997).
Äs mentioned before, similarity of function has never been part of the definition
ot one of the critetia of homology, but in the developmental litetature similarity of
function is often erroneously used to falsely identify genes and structutes as
'homologous' based solely on their similarity of expression pattetn. This
similadty is interpreted to imply that the structures in which these 'functionally
homologous' genes are expressed are also always evolutionarily homologues.
They may or may not be homologous, but expression patterns arone are
insufficient evidence for homology of structutes.
'Partial homology' describes a situation where genes ate homologous, but the
structures in which they are expressed are not. Ä probable example of this
phenomenon is the exptession of Pax genes and different iight receptots in
diverse animal phyla. It should be clear from the pax-6 example that
homologous genes can 'make' non-homologous stfuctures. once a contentious
concept, partiaj homology did, as a result of these kinds of new comparative
developmentardata, become relatively widely excepted (s7ake 1999, this volume).
These new findings from evolutionary developmental biology raise the converse
question: canpattiaT homology exist where the structures are homologous, but the
genes that ate exptessed in theit precursors are not? The answer is probably yes;
non-homologous genes, gene networks and developmental mechanisms can make
structures that arc typically considered to be homologues. If homology of genes
were a necessary criterion of homology (the fourth ctiterion, see above) then all
homoiogous structures made by non-homologous genes could not be considered
to be homologues. This is cleatly not the case in the opinion of many researchers.

The biological basis of 'sameness'
Biological explanations must be sought for phenomena such as stasis, moduiarity,
preservation ofdesign,latenthomologyanddirectionality ofevolution (Wake 1999,

this volume). The exciting new data from comparative developmental biology
document an unexpected degree of conservation of genes and genetic
programmes. Homologous genes ate retained for extensively long evolutionary
time spans, and they can be exptessed during the development of structures that,
based on phenotypic ctitena, would not be considered to be homologous but
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analogous. These kinds of datamight shedlight on the undedving basis ofbiological
'sameness', both in the form of homology or various forms of non-homology. If

both homology and homoplasy result in 'sameness' (Silake 1999, this volume)
between organisms, maybe the biological bases of both kinds of sameness might
not be so different after all? One might ask, what are the biological bases for
similarity of features whethet they errolve independently or not? The ubiquity of
homoplasy in the fotm of parallel and convergent evolution in nature poses the
question of what can be learned from knowledge of the developmental systems
about pattetns in evolution and about the origin ofnovel features.
In this context it should be remembered that all species are mixtures (mosaics) of
ancestral and detived states of characters. Mosaic evolution refers to the fact that
evolution proceeds at different rates for different characters within one organisms
and in evolutionarv lineages. Species do not evolve as a whole but by piecemeal:
many of their features evolve quasi-independently. Incidentaliy, this implies that
because of mosaic evolution we cannot call species primitive or advanced and only
particular characters ate basal ot derived. The fact that evolution proceeds this way
can best be seen among closely related species that only differin somebutnot a1l traits.

The retention and 're-awakening' of developmental mechanisms
in convergent evolution
\X/ith more than 2000 species, fish in the cichlid family ate one of the most
successful groups of vertebrates. Cichlids were recently recognized to be a major
example of extensive and repeated parallel evolution. In East Afnca, the centre of
their distribution, they form adaptive radiations with several hundred endemic
species in each of the three East Aftican great lakes: Lakes Tanganyika, Malawi
and Victoria. Conspicuous parallels are found in terms of vatious phenotypic
traits such as morphology, striking ecological specialization, colour patterns and
behaviour in these three major species flocks. From molecular phylogenetic work
it is now known that the relatively young and genetically rather homogeneous
Lake Nlalawi and Lake victoria cichlid flocks are monophyletic (or oligophyletic
in the case of Lake Malawi, Meyer et al 1990). Their single ancestral lines are
dedved from one of the 11 lineages of cichlids that form the much oldet and
genetically more diverse species flock from Lake Tanganvika (reviewed in Meyer
1993; Fig. 1).
Before the advent of molecuiar phylogenetic data, a different phylogeny of
cichlids from these three lakes had been proposed that was based on phenotvpic
traits, namelv that the often astonishing similaritv of morphologies between
cichlid species occurring in each of the three lakes (Fig. 2) are tndicative of close
evolutionary telationships. Hence, it was assumed that each of the three radiations
of cichlids from East Africa had multiple ancestors that lived in the othet lakes.
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-1-

I^ake Victoria species flock

FIG. 1. Cartoon of the ph-r,logenetic relationships of crchlid fish among the species flocks
of the
three gteat East Altican lakes. The species flock in Lake Tanganyikais coÄp,rr.d
of sevcral,
mostlv endemic, major lineages, one of which is the tribe Hapl,ochromini. Thä ancestors
of the
Lake Nlalau'i and Lake Victoria adaptive tadrations are detived ftom this lineage.
The clegree of

genetic dlversitv (horizontal axis) and age (r.erical axis) of the three spii.s flocks".liff.,
significantly, indicated br, the diffetences in the size of the vesicles that symbolize the
three
rpccier llucks.

Similar morphologies and lifestyles such as mollusc crushing or algae scraping
e.g. from species such as Tropheus from Lake Tanganyika and pseatlotropheus {rom
Lake Nlalawi (Fig. 2)
were seen as indications of close evolutionary reiationships.

The molecular phylogenetic
data show that this is nor the case, but rather that

generalized ancestral species for each ofthe flocks (with the possible exception of
the Lake Tanganf ika radiation, which was founded bv ser,.ral ancestal tineages)
gave rise repeatedlv and independentlv to similat phenotypes in parallel in the
thtee lakes eithet in response to similar selection pressures and/or due to retained
aflcestral der,-elopmental constraints or the inherit .increased .evolvability,
(I{irschner & Gerhatt 1998) of cichlids. Likev-ise, the morphologicallv highiy
specialized species lrom each of the vounger flocks are more closelv related to each
other than to ofren phenot'picallv similar species in the other lake s.
The oldest of the F,ast Äfrican cichlid lineages are ptobably not more than 10
million vears old, vet thev have attained a matvellous diversity .f shapes, sizes
and colours. Even more impressive is the fact that the Lake victoria species flock
of cichlids, with about 500 endemic species, might be as voung as 14 000vears,
vet it
has the same array of ecological and behavioural dirretsity as the much oldet
Lake
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Tanganyika cichlid flock. There arc algae-scraping, fish-eating, scale-scraping,
mollusc-crushing, zooplankton-eating, etc. specialists in each oithe three ,p..i",
flocks. Among these relatively closely telated species we hence observe ultra-fast
speciation rates, with concomitanr rapid phenotypic diversification. yet, despite
the fact that rapid speciation in cichlids appears to be the norm, the molecular
data also demonstrate cases in some lineages of reiatively long periods of stasis
where morphologicai diversification appeared to have .o-. to a relative
standstill (Sturmbauet & Meyer 1992).

In terms of understanding how patterns in evolution came about it might be
infotmative to study whether the developmental mechanisms that create almost
identical phenotypes in this prominent case of parallel evolution are the same
or
whether different developmental mechanisms led convergently to the same

morphological end in each of the three adaptive radiations. Such comparative
approaches amorig closely related species with divergent morphologies, or
among distantly telated species with pataliel morphologies, tequire phylogenetic
knowledge. It might be surmised that this astonishing similarity oi phenotypic
traits in cichlids (Fig.2) evolved in parallel possibry by using the same, retained

developmental mechanisms, r^ther
developmental mecha nisms.

than by the repeated invention of

Paralle/ euolution and the retention ofgenes in the contexr ofsexual selection

Änother example of gene retention and patarlel evolution involves a sexually

selected ttajt in fish, i.e. the 'sword' of males in some fish in the genus
Xiphophorus (Fig. 3). sexual selection favours coloured, ventrally etongated
caudal fins, or swords in males of the fish in this genus. Males with longet swords
are preferred by females over males of equal size with shofter swords (Basolo 1
990).
Even females of some species in which the males do not have swords seem to prefer
males with attifrcial s*trd, and heterospecific males with swords. Femaies of the
basal sword-less species Xiphophorus nacu/atus prefer males with swords although
their conspecific males do not posses them (Basolo 1990; Fig.3). viewed in the
context of the taditional phenotypically based phylogeny (Fig. 3) this led to the
suggestion that the evolution of swords evolved in response to an evolutionary
eariier bias in females to mate with males that posses this trait, since the
preference in females existed before the trait itself (Basolo 1990; Fig. 3).
For several reasons this 'pre-existing bias' hypothesis may not hold completely
because, for examplg the males of Xiphophorus xiphidiun already possess a venrral,

albeit coloudess, extension of the ventral caudal fin rays. Moteover, the
reconstruction of the evolution of the sword within the genus based on a
molecular phylogeny of fish of this genus (Meyer et aJ. 1994; Fig. a) suggests that
the sword evolved eariy in the evolution of the genus (black bar at the base of the
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Traditional (based on phenotvpic ttaits) phviogeny of fish of the genus Xiphapharas.
The typicai sizc of the ventral caudal fin extension in males of each species is indicated in natural
populations and after treatment with testosterone.

genus in Fig. a), was then lost at least once (open bar in Fig. 4) and re-er-olved at
least twice in Xiphophorus clemenciae and X. xiphidiun (Fig. a). Futthermore, it is

important to flote that there are several other species of poeciiiid fishes (e.g. in
Poeülia petenensis and Poecilia reticalata) and many other families of fish where
males have notable elongations of the most ventral rays of their caudal {rns.
Often, these ventral elongations can, through arttf,cial selection, Iead to
exttemely pronounced swords in some, naturally typically sword-less, species
(..g. P. reliculata). It should also be mentioned that in several species of
Xiphophorus there is, sometimes extensive, variation in natural populations in
tetms of the phenotypic expression of swords (Meyer 1 997).
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It would appe* thar 'sword'

genes might be ancient in poecilirds and other fish,
and are variously expressed, i.e. repeatedly rost and r.gnined during
evorution.
Experiments that involve the treatment of males in seveiai species
of Xiphopboras
with testosterone show that in some cases swords could be induced in species
whose ancestors apparently never had them (Fig.3), based on the
interpretation
of the ttaditional hypothesis (Basolo 1990, 1991). The moiecular phylogeny
for
the genus (Fig. a) suggests that swords were repeatedry rost and regained
within
the genus. These obsetvations might suggest that, since in natural'ly
sword-less

species (e'g' Xiphopharus milleri and X. maculatus, Figs 3 & 4)
swords can be
induced through testosterone treatment, the g.n.ti. and developmental
machinery to produce swords might have been retained and ,re-appeared'
when
selected for by sexual selection (Fig.4). The morecurar phyrog"ny
makes the

interpretation of these testostefone experiments mrrch more .o.rrir,*,. ,Based
on
the traditional phylogeny it wourd be diflrcult to understand why sword-rike
extensions of the ventral rays in the caudal fin could be induced
through

testosterone

if

'swotd gene',

ancestral species did not have swords and they did not retain the
is suggested by the molecular phylogeny.

as

Conclusions
'Sameness'in the form of homology and homoplasy may not be all that
different, or
may be at least parly caused by the same mechanism: the ubiquitous

evolutionary
retention of genetic potentiality. The retention of genes, gen.tic networks
and
embryological pathways may be a prevalent mechanism by which stasis
in
morphology is attained, and it may also be one mechanism by which simiiarity
in
the form of homologous and homoplasious structures is achieved. Instead
of
inventing similar structures entirely anew from the genes upwards through

transcription regulation, gene net\r/orks and motphogenetic mechanisms,
evolution often appears to draw on 'old' genes and mechanisms that are
'recycled' and re-used for different purposes throughout evolution (Gerhart
&

Kirschner 1997). The idea that evolution may be haphazard and often makes
do
with what it has at its disposal is essentially a
Jacobian idea (Jacob 1 977). Evolution
is a tinkerer and it will work with what it has at its disposal
it might recycle ,old,

- reqoired in the same
genes and genetic and embryoiogical pathways when they are
ontogenetic or ecological context to solve an ecological problem.
If

developmental mechanisms (btought about by conserved developmental

genes and their interactions) ate retained fot long evolutionary times spans
(on
the scale of the age of phyla in the case of pax-6 genes) it may be at a low
or no

'genomic cost'. The evolutionary forces that maintain genes and genetic
interactions will presumabiy have to outweigh those mechanisms (such
as
mutation, selection, etc.) that will lead to the deterioration of genes once they
are
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FIG. 4' Nlolecular (based on about 1300 bp oftrvo mitochondnal genes and one nuclear gene)
phr'logenv of fishes of tbe genu s Xiphophorrc. The typical size of the venttal caudai fin cxt.nri.rnr,
in males of each species naturall\ and altet treatment u,ith testosterone, are indicatcd. Black bars
rndicate tbe presumed phvlogenetic place ofthe origrn, and the open bar indicates the ioss ofthe
sword rvithrn spccies of the genus Xip/topharn.r.
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It is conceivable that genes and gene net.works might be
tetained by being used in several developmental contexts, e.g. the expression
at
different times, in different organs, or in the nexuses of different developmental
networks. Most developmental control genes wouid seem to fit this description,
and zte expressed at various times during development and in diffetent
developmental contexts. This might creare strong selection to maintain genes
in
no longer expressed.

their functional roles and in the genome. This retention of genes would then
permit their recurrent co-option into new structufes or networks, creating
novelty, or similarly permit them to be 'te-awakened' once they have been lost in
the form of parallel or convergent morphologies. Novelty could arise in several

ways:

(1)

retention and 're-awakening' of 'fotgotten' genetic programmes

possibly also through incorporation of this potentiality inro a new context, as
suggested herc; (2) through gene duplications, by freeing one of the gene copies
such that it may take on new functions (e.g. ohno 1970); or (3) through regrrlatory
evolution, by changing the control of expression of some genes or siÄilatly by the
co-option ofgenes into a new nexus ofinteractions among genes, thtough changes
in tegulatory elements. As more comparative developmenta\ data become
available, the reiative importance of the retention compared to the evolution
of
noveltv through gene duplication may become more apparent.
Developmental mechanisms are cleady important cleterminants of some macro_
evolutionary phenomena, and they need to be incorporated into an extended

modern synthesis of evolutionary biology. only more compararive
developmentzr data, analysed in a phylogenetic context, wiil allow us to better
detect patterns in the diversification of life and to clistinguish the major
developmental mechanisms from those that are reratively ,rnimponant. If

homology describes the inevitable evolutionary phenomenon that the similadty
of structures among diserent organisms is due to common descent-i.e. the
information required for genetic and developmental mechanisms in evolutionaty

lineages is continuous then analogy might be somewhat the same, except that
the genes encoding analogous structures are not expressed continuously in all
members of an evolutionary lineage, but are 're-awakened' during evolution.
The long retention of genetic systems
whether they ate continuously expressed
in all descendants of an evolutionary lineage
in the form of homology, or only

intermittently in the form of parallel evolution or even convergent evolutionmay hence be caused by simiiar biological bases and may be due to similar
evolutionary principles. Homology and non-homology might thus be extremes
along a continuum nther thantwo completely different kinds of mechanisms.
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DISCUSSION
TautT: How do we know that the genes v/ere retained? Any gene in the genome
acquires mutations continuously and can only be maintained if there is positive
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selection on it. Thus, genes that have no function
wourd inevitably be rost from the
genome, at least in the long run.

Meler: It'sprobably am^tterofthetelativefrequencyofmutationscompatedto
the srrength of selecrion.

.

wilkins: one explanation is the multiple deveropmentar
functions
it is possible to serect for the retention of u g"rr" by using it inof genes and
a different

that

developmental context.

..ltJtrt Yes, it may have murtiple functions. Armost ail genes are switched on in
different places and at diffetent times in development.
Rath:Youmentioned the'sword-making genes', but
it remains to be shown that
what was present in the ancestor and thenletained
is actuaily a mechanism for

making a sword'
coincidental that

it

If the mechanism has othet functions, it

can produce a sword. To cail

it

may just

be

a swotd-making apparatus
may belie what its function is in lineages in which
it has actively been maintained
by selection without the sword being expressed. Is
this .orr..i..nbi.?
Meler: Females prefer to mate with mares that have
swords, and this femare
preference has been hypothesized to retain swords,
.r,.., thoogh thete is a cost
because males with swords are more visible to
predators and lÄs abre to escape.
Presumably, in some cases this cost outweignea
trre femare preference benefit,
and so swords disappeared.
Rath: rs it possibre that the sword-making apparatus
did not originate in
conjunction with sexuar display, or even with production
of a swotd on the tail?
Meler: Yes, it's possible that it was co_opted for that function.
Roth: so the swords themselves may not be homoiogous,
but rather the
apparatus is homologous, in the sense of phylogenetic
continuity.
Meler: For atgument's sake, if we assume that swords
were rost and te_evorved
twice, so that they evolved by paralrel evorution since
within the genus there were
sword-less ancestors, are those swords not homologous
to the ,-ärd, that existed

otiginally?

wagner: A question in this context is whether the character
was indeed rost. since
there are sword-less for:ms in this genus, the question
is whether the ventrar fin rays
remain differentiated in the sword-less fotms-If
so, one wourd againfaceaquestion
of character delineation. what is described as a ross
and regain oi.-o.d may just be
different states of a chatactet that consists of the develoimentally
individuaiized

ventral fin rays.

Meyer: Yes and no.

In some of these species there is rarge amount of popuration
variation. Both sword length and pigmentation have u
nJr^uldis*ibution.
RudolfRaf : Part of the problem is that you're rooking at
the sword as an isorated

item, which isn'r necessarily the case. It is rikery thnt th.r.
are regionarized
differences in the rays of the fin, fot exampre. when
you're tarking about a sword
gene, you're not necessarily talking about a gene that
ditectly mi'k.s th. fin, but
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rather a gene that affects hotmonal conttol, or some other aspect of development,
for andagainst. In this sense, the entire process is

and it is this that has been selected

homologous.

Meler: I agree to some extent, but I don't necessarily see a difference in terms of
whethet selection acts on testosterone teceptor genes of on other genes in the
cascade of gene interactions that will eventually lead to a sword in an adult male
fish.
Rudolf

Raf: But it's a matter of whethet you see these characters as ar-ising in
development ot whether you see development as having numerous interacting
components. If this is the case, then the interacting components can yield
complex outcomes without disassembling the machinery at aI7, because what is
important is how the elements in the machinery are interacting. In this case it
may be a set of respondet cells, and somewhere else in the body it may be
something that regulates hotmone levels.
Meler: The reason I chose to talk about Xzp hophorus was to illustrate how rapidly
r, disappear and reappear. A student in my lab is going to look at
things can
^ppe
these sword genes by analysing cDNA libraries from regenetating cells of swotds
that have been cut off. This mav or may not be the way to find these genes.
Müller: But you're not simply saying that things can disappear and reappear.
You seemed to be saying that homoplasy and homology are more or less the
same thing, and I'm surprised how you can reach this conclusion, because
homoplasies arise independently in different lineages agatn and again by the

retention of some developmental potential. \ffhether this is gefleticä1ly
determined or epigenetically detcrmined is not important. The potential is thete

and so these characters arise. The switch to homology occurs when they become
an integrated part of a bauplan that is the basis for further diversification of
lineages, and the chz;rz'cter is fixed within that bauplan. I would say that all
homologues arose, at some point, as homoplasies, but they become homologues
when they assume an organizational role in morphological evolution.
Meler: In my opinion, a swotd that reappears is the same as the original sword. It
is still a homologous sword even though it disappeared for a short time in

evolution.

it disappears every othet generation in
the female line. One could even imagine a cofltinuum if it disappears in winter and
Akam:

So you would have no problem if

comes back in summer, i.e. a seasonal polymorphism.

Malnard Sni#r I would like to issue a slight warning here. We wrote a paper in
Nature recently, not specifically on the problem we are discussing, but on the
problem of control circuit redundancy and how two geries that do oniy one thing
can be maintained (Nowak etal1997). This is an important problem, and we had to
work quite hard to think of mechanisms and explanations for the maintenance of
genes against the constant noise of mutation. I would urge people who want, in any
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context, to invoke the explanation 'this genetic machinery
has been thete, although
not expressed in a particurar form, for quite a long time and it
is now being tecailä,
to ask themselves what maintained it in the interval. In the case
of the direct
development of an echinoderm there probabry isn't a probrem,
because armost arl
the genetic material needed to do the direct deverop,''.r.,
of an echinoderm is
presumabiy needed to turn the rudiment in a pluteus into
an adult, so it has been
maintained by selection because it is doing something anyway.
I'm not trving to lay
down the law. I'm just asking people to think carefully about
the assumptions.
Meler: My point is that there is so much pararielism thut it
mean something.
The swotd genes, whatevet their actual function is, have been^uy
maintained for 5-10
million years, and in the cichrids many rife history traits and morphogenetic
mechanisms have been maintained for even ronger time
periods. Another
exampie is the evolution of giving birth to live animals in
sharks, which te_
evolved 10 times.

ca/is: r'mpuzzled by your statement that the possession of pharyngear jaws
is a
specialized condition in cichlids because pharyngeal
ä..r*
in
many
fish
1u*.
families, and their possession in cichrids is certainry piesiomoryhic.
In cichrids
oniy minor anatomical changes of the pharyngeal ja,*. uppurnrr^
are assumed to
be responsibie for the divetsity (Galis & Drucker 1996).Mejter: r am aware of that, but there are many other families
of fish that have

pharyngeal types of jaws of one kind or anothet, but they
don,t have this
particular arrangement, as cichlid fish do. They are the only familv
in the Äfrican

great lakes that do.

Abouheif:

I have always been confused

about the distinction in the literature

between convergence and patallelism. Is it possible to distinguish
cleady between
the two?

Rudolf Raf: It depends on the mechanism. It is possible to have
convergence
without having similarity of mechanism or of parts, e.g. my leg and
a tabre reg,
whereas parallelism is assumed to involve the same mechanism
recurting in two
lineages to produce a similar effect. obviousiy there Me
grey zones, but the
conceprs

re main useFul.
vagner: A more primitive way to distinguish them is that parailelism
is repeated
evolution of a character starting from the same starting poini, whereas
convergent
characteristics have different statting points.
EliTabeth Raf: There are many examples where different morecurar
pathways

give rise to the same phenotypic result; thus, it would be dirtrcurt or
indeed
impossible to unravel whethet the end result (the ch'*ctet) is convergent
or

parallel.

carroll: The cladistic viewpoint is that there is no distinction between p a'.l1el
or
convergent evolution. It is a question of whether the character .was
or wasn,t
present in the immediate common ancestor, which is faidy easy
to live with. I
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could never understand Simpson's marked distinction between parallelism and
corivergence; according to cladistic methodology, it's all homoplasy (Simpson
e53).
l{icholas Holland: Dwring his career, Simpson made two distinctions. He started
out with a strictly geometric model of parallelism and convergence, and then some
years later he shifted into describing these terms in relation to genetic propensity.
Akam: The distinction is critical if you're concerned with mechanisms. Do you
reiterate the same developmental changes in two parallel lineages to generate the
1

same character transition,

or do you do it by quite different methods? If you're

thinking mechanistically this is important, but if you're thinking pureiy
taxonomically perhaps it isn't.
Meler: There are t'v/o grey zones: (1)does convergence start at the level of the
genus or the family; and (2) how different is different, and how same is same, in
terms of developmental mechanisms?
Malnard Snith: Isn't it just a question of going back to the latest common
ancestor of the two groups you are comparing?
Eliqabetb Raf: But you will never know what the mechanism was in the
aflcestof.

Vilkins: This is a probability argument. The further back you have to go to
reach a commofl ancestor the less likely it is that the same genetic potential has
been evoked. The problem is that it's difficult to put a number to that probability.
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